1. Jared Kushner Owns the Observer, and is proven to have collaborated with Guccifer 2.0 and Roger Stone on DNC Leaks, Observer published it.

1a. Jared Kushner will step down as publisher of the Observer, and have no 'ownership stake' [http://read.bi/2jwEncT](http://read.bi/2jwEncT) via @sai.

**Trump son-in-law Jared Kushner will step down as publisher of the Observer, and have no 'ownership...**

Jared Kushner, Trump's son-in-law, has accepted a job in Trump's administration, and will have no role in the affairs of New York publication...

**Businessinsider.com**

1b. Breaking: Guccifer 2.0 Releases More DNC Docs, Exposing More Corruption

**Breaking: Guccifer 2.0 Releases More DNC Docs, Exposing More Corruption**
New evidence proves Clinton was always the Democratic choice.

Observer.com

1c. Roger Stone has communicated with both WikiLeaks and Guccifer 2.0 in regards to hacking and e-mails.
@RogerJStoneJr thanks that u believe in the real #Guccifer2

Garry @three02 - 14 Aug 2016
@kadylexis @jamss3468 @GUCCIFER_2 @RogerJStoneJr Without the internet, we would all be as poorly informed as the fools who support Hillary

kallistia @kallist - 12 Aug 2016
@GUCCIFER_2 @RogerJStoneJr 👏👏 Thanks 4 reporting #Guccifer2 fairly! #DNSLeak #DNSLeaks #ClintonFoundation #SethRich

Dear Hillary: DNC Hack Solved, So Now Stop Blami...
Hillary Clinton has tried to save herself from her latest email scandal with rhetoric that poses a dangerous threat to our democracy.
breitbart.com

Holly Marie @Holly25Marie - 13 Aug 2016
@kallist @GUCCIFER_2 @RogerJStoneJr THANK YOU GUCCIFER 🇺🇸❤️👍👏
@RogerJStoneJr 16 Aug 2016
How the election can be rigged against Donald Trump
bit.ly/2bkurjs

@GUCCIFER_2 17 Aug 2016
@RogerJStoneJr paying u back

3:36 PM - 17 Aug 2016

@JulietteMonroex 17 Aug 2016
@GUCCIFER_2 @RogerJStoneJr who’s paying who? And for what?

@ericdemamp 17 Aug 2016
@GUCCIFER_2 @RogerJStoneJr OH SHIT WHAT THE FUCK

@awebberaz 17 Aug 2016
@GUCCIFER_2 @RogerJStoneJr Elias P&C. That’s all?

@JoseANunez1 17 Aug 2016
@GUCCIFER_2 @RogerJStoneJr Religion? Huh?
Hi. This is Guccifer 2.0 and this is me who hacked Democratic National Committee.

Worldwide known cyber security company CrowdStrike announced that the Democratic National Committee (DNC) servers had been hacked by "sophisticated" hacker groups. I'm very pleased the company appreciated my skills so highly)) But in fact, it was easy, very easy. Guccifer may have been the first one who penetrated Hillary Clinton's and other Democrats' mail servers. But he certainly wasn't the last. No wonder any other hacker could easily get access to the DNC's servers. Shame on CrowdStrike: Do you think I've been in the DNC's networks for almost a year and saved only 2 documents? Do you really believe it?

Here are just a few docs from many thousands I extracted when hacking into DNC's network. They mentioned a leaked database on Donald Trump. I have it attached. Some hundred sheets! This's a serious case, isn't it?

And it's just a tiny part of all docs I downloaded from the Democrats networks. DNC chairwoman Debbie Wasserman Schultz said no financial documents were compromised. Nonsense! Just look through the Democratic Party lists of donors! They say there were no secret docs! Lies again! Also I have some secret documents from Hillary's PC she worked with as the Secretary of State.

The main part of the papers, thousands of files and mails, I gave to WikiLeaks. They will publish them soon. I guess CrowdStrike customers should think twice about company's competence.

See all docs attached

https://guccifer2.wordpress.com/2016/06/15/dnc/
2. The alliance between Bibi, Kushner, Putin and Trump are well known.

For Kushner, Israel Policy May Be Shaped by the Personal

Jared Kushner, President Trump’s son-in-law, has a long connection to Israel. When he meets with the country’s prime minister on Wednesday, i...

Nytimes.com

2a. The strange love affair of Putin and Netanyahu  https://shar.es/1UivzY via @MiddleEastEye.

The strange love affair of Putin and Netanyahu

The new friendship is raising alarm bells in Washington, but so far no one has managed to work out the price Israel will pay to Russia

Middleeasteye.net
3. There is a connection between Steve Bannon, Cambridge Analytica, Semion Mogilevich, Dmytri Firtash and the Mercer Family

3a) Robert Mercer owns majority in Breitbart.

Meet Robert Mercer, the billionaire benefactor of Breitbart

He spent millions to help put Donald Trump in the White House. Newsweek.com


4. The owner of Cambridge Analytica is the SCL Group which is owned by Dmytri Firtash, whose boss is Semion Mogilevi

5. Paul Manafort has been employed by Dmitry Firtash since 2005, has worked for Victor Yanukovich a known Putin Puppet, Manafort lives in TT

6. Kelly Anne and George Conway also live in Trump Tower, George Conway was recently sued for dirty russian deals.

Lawsuit: Trump Aide Funneled Mob-Linked Ukrainian Oligarch’s Fortune into U.S. Real Estate

A senior aide to Republican presidential frontrunner Donald Trump helped a scandal-plagued Ukrainian

6b) Wealthy Trump Tower residents are fed up with protesters

Wealthy Trump Tower residents are fed up with protesters

It’s not so easy being a member of the 1 percent if you live at Trump Tower. Residents of the sleek Fifth Avenue skyscraper where Trump lives in the ...
Who Is Kellyanne Conway? 18 Things to Know About Donald Trump's Presidential Counselor.

She was the first woman to serve as campaign manager for a Republican presidential candidate. 

Paul Manafort and Mike McSherry both worked for Victor Yanukovich, McSherry worked as a delegate strategist and lobbied for Yanukovich.

7a) https://ballotpedia.org/Mike_McSherry

7b) Ukraine Lobbying Contract Linked To Manafort Also Involved Another Trump Aide

https://www.buzzfeed.com/rosiegray/ukraine-lobbying-contract-linked-to-manafort-also-involved-a?utm_term=.dfR5N6yZQ ... via @rosiegray
Ukraine Lobbying Contract Linked To Manafort Also Involved Another Trump Aide

Mike McSherry, who helped lead Trump's delegate strategy at the convention, is also listed in lobbying disclosures as having represented a nonprofit group tied to f… buzzfeed.com

8. Paul Manafort, Mike McSherry and Rick Gates worked as foreign agents for Yanukovich without reporting as required under federal law.

8a) Inside Trump Tower: Facing grim reality
Three weeks until early voting, the campaign scrambles to pick a path and stay on it.  

**Trump advisers waged covert influence campaign**

WASHINGTON (AP) — A firm run by Donald Trump's campaign chairman directly orchestrated a covert Washington lobbying operation on behalf o...

9.Konstantin Kliminik a member of the Russian Intelligence (GRU) met with Paul Manafort. First meeting is in April Speech, with Kislyak.

10.Paul Manafort has worked together with Oleg Deripaska, who is the owner of Katheon, who hosts Alexander Dugin on a regular basis.

10a)Oleg Deripaska is also an Oligarch with close ties to Putins inner circle, and a close friend of Mikhail Fridman of AlfaBank.
Trump's new right-hand man has history of controversial clients and deals

Paul Manafort's track record may create new headaches for a campaign that has been criticized for weak foreign policy credentials and controversial ... theguardian.com

11. Dimitry Firtash is right hand man of Semion Mogilevich, named by the FBI as the most dangerous mobster in the world. Manafort works for him.

12. J.D Gordon, Jeff Sessions, other members of Trump Campaign worked towards stop aiding Ukraine, At Trump's orders. [link]

13. George Conway has been working with the Russian Government for years, he also handled the Paula Jones scandal against Bill Clinton.

13a. Both George and Kelly Anne Conway are members of CNP, with Steve Bannon and the Mercer Family. CNP is an anti-abortion, gay organization.
13b. What was Kellyanne Conway's husband doing at the Russian Embassy?

That's a tweet from George Conway III, husband of the Trump Campaign Manager. Once again, Trump's advisors are tied to either Whi...

dailykos.com

13c. The Council for National Policy: Behind the Curtain

The Council for National Policy, a highly secretive group, is a key venue where mainstream conservatives and extremists mix. splcenter.org
14. Dmitry Rybolovev, Russian billionaire with close ties to Putin (described by some as Putin’s money man). Rybolovev bought condo from Trump.

15. Trump bought the condo for 41 mil and sold for 95 million, in a depressed economy. http://cnnmon.ie/2anuR7x via @CNNMoney

That time a Russian billionaire paid Trump $95 million for a mansion

Yes, Donald Trump got $95 million from a Russian who bought his Palm Beach mansion. Money.cnn.com

16. Same oligarch showed up in a North Carolina rally close to election day, and his plane is regularly at the same place as Trump.

17. Rex Tillerson has made many deals with Igor Sechin the CEO of Rosneft. Sechin is a close ally of Vladimir Putin.
Inside Rex Tillerson’s long romance with Russia

The ExxonMobil chief executive has had a close and personal relationship with Igor Sechin, head of the Russian oil giant Rosneft, for over a decade.

Washingtonpost.com

18. Oleg Orevinkin and Igor Sechin closed a deal regarding Rosneft and 19.5% equity. Glencore owned by Koch, QIA by Schwarzman.

18a. As explained in these 3 threads

ROSNEFT THE SMOKING GUN
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1I3ZDF2qakYiAD7sJl1aDxjw4cl5k4cFPYj-WNzbR0fY/edit?usp=sharing

ROSNEFT THE MISSING PIECE
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NpWmpzhvu-aQXS-ZImlHYF44OfqCXbXxj5mZmGSTjX4/edit?usp=sharing

ROSNEFT AND THE UNITED STATES ENDGAME
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1beCA-bY9KiAoW1oJq1xKD-kHEnsvlhjM6MeoJloU0o/edit?usp=sharing
19. Oronov, Cohen and Ukrainian Puppet Artemenko worked on peace plan, which also included lifting US Sanctions on Russia.
19a) Oronov is later found dead. Oronov is also a relative by family to Michael Cohen.

Alex Oronov, organizer of Russia-Ukraine blackmail plan sent to Donald Trump, dies suspiciously
Yet another Trump-Russia scandal body has dropped palmerreport.com

20. It is imperative that we understand who besides Vladimir Putin is behind the biggest scheme in the history of the world.
20a) It is this man: Semion Mogilevich. The most notorious gangster most people have never heard of:

The Worst Gangster Most People Have Never Heard Of
Semion Mogilevich is known as a "boss of bosses" in one of the biggest mafia states in the world. Businessinsider.com

20b. THREAD TRUMP LINKS TO ALFA GROUP, SEMION MOGILEVICH
https://twitter.com/MarcusC22973194/status/836521813857431552

20c. SEMION MOGILEVICH-THE BOSS OF BOSSES
https://twitter.com/MarcusC22973194/status/836667795555270656

20d. Semion Mogilevich-The Boss of Bosses of Russian Mob
Close to Putin and Trump and murdered Litvinenko
https://twitter.com/MarcusC22973194/status/817682639117291524

21. And here is another name very close to Mogilevich, Felix Sater (might have heard about him?)

22. Felix Sater was part of the Bayrock scheme, and used Business cards which said Senior Advisor to Donald Trump in the Trump Organization.
22a. Although Felix Sater made a deal with the FBI, both he and his father is part of the Russian Mafia.
22b) Of course when it comes to the Russian Mafia, Donald always seems to have Amnesia. http://abcn.ws/1OjTrOK via @ABC
Memory Lapse? Trump Seeks Distance From 'Advisor' With Past Ties to Mafia

Though he touts his outstanding memory, when Donald Trump was asked under oath about his dealings with a twice-convicted Russian émigré who...

Tale of Trump and partner in Azerbaijan real estate project

WASHINGTON (AP) — Six months before he entered the presidential race, Donald Trump announced a new real estate project in Baku, Azerbaijan.

23.In the Trump SOHO project Trump teamed up with Dmitry Firtash owned company FL-GROUP, with the purpose of Money Laundering & Tax Evasion

24.Dmitry Rybolovev is the largest shareholder in the Bank of Cyprus, the second largest shareholder is Victor Vekselberg.
24a)Viktor Vekselberg is also in Vladimir Putins inner circle, and is close to Mikhail Fridman and Pyotr Aven and the ALFABANK.
24b) The Trump Connection? Wilbur Ross, the Secretary of Commerce sits(?) on the board of Directors, and has invested 500 mil in the bank.

24c) Wilbur Ross Seen Cutting Bank of Cyprus Ties to Work for Trump


Wilbur Ross Seen Cutting Bank of Cyprus Ties to Work for Trump

Wilbur Ross, U.S. President-elect Donald Trump’s pick for commerce secretary, intends to sever his ties to Bank of Cyprus Pcl, but the private equity firm that bears his … bloomberg.com

24d) Several authorities and financial crime units says that the Bank of Cyprus is a money laundering bank for Putin and his cronies.

24e) Revealed: the $2bn offshore trail that leads to Vladimir Putin
Revealed: the $2bn offshore trail that leads to Vladimir Putin

A massive leak of documents shines new light on the fabulous fortunes of the Russian president’s inner circle

24f. The Bank Of Cyprus' Biggest Shareholder Is A Russian Oligarch With An Insane Real Estate Portfolio.

The Bank Of Cyprus' Biggest Shareholder Is A Russian Oligarch With An Insane Real Estate Portfolio

He bought Sandy Weill's $88 million penthouse for his 23 year-old daughter.

25. Josef Ackerman left Deutsche Bank and joined Bank of Cyprus after the Wilbur Ross takeover, Josef Ackerman approved loans for Trump at DB.

Deutsche Bank examined Trump's account for Russia links
Bank looked for evidence of whether loans to president were underpinned by guarantees from Moscow, Guardian learns

26. What does Carter Page, Sebastian Gorka and Michael Flynn have in common (besides the obvious things) they have all appeared on RT.


27a.

Donald Trump's White House Deputy Chief of Staff Rick Dearborn implicated in Russia scandal -...

Yet another of Trump's key people gets sucked into his Russia scandal

28. Stephen Miller is Jeff Sessions former aide and friend of Richard Spencer. Spencer was married to a Russian with ties to Stephen Bannon.

28a) Meet the Moscow Mouthpiece Married to a Racist Alt-Right Boss

Meet the Moscow Mouthpiece Married to a Racist Alt-Right Boss

She spreads the words of Russia’s most virulent propagandist. He’s a leading racist hate-monger. Nina Kouprianova and Richard Spencer are a very different …

Scahill: Blackwater Founder Erik Prince, the Brother of Betsy DeVos, Is Secretly Advising Trump

The Intercept’s Jeremy Scahill has revealed Betsy DeVos’s brother, Erik Prince, the founder of the mercenary firm Blackwater, has been quietly a...

Democracynow.org

29b) Notorious mercenary Erik Prince is advising Trump from the shadows https://interc.pt/2jtzFvU  by @jeremyscahill
Notorious Mercenary Erik Prince Is Advising Trump From the Shadows

Blackwater founder Erik Prince wants Trump to revive the CIA’s Phoenix assassination program. Theintercept.com

30. Erik Prince also has worked for Kremlin Puppet Dana Rohrabacker Putin’s favorite congressman,

31. Prince is close to John Ashcroft through Constellis Holdings, Constellis owns Prince’s Blackwater.

31a. Ashcroft has defended Victor Bout, warmonger with a close connection to Igor Sechin.

32. Vadim Trincher, ran a gambling ring out of Trump tower on behalf of Alimzhan Tokhtakhounov of the Russian mafia, who's boss is Mogilevich.
33. Russian mobster accused of rigging Olympics allegedly ran Trump Tower gambling ring

34. Preet Bhahara was fired by the President along with other U.S. Attorneys.
34a) Bhahara is the Attorney responsible for putting Victor Bout and the Russian gambling ring in jail.
34b) And a dozen Russian spies, Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington requested that he investigate Trump Tower.

35. Trump Tower also communicated with AlfaBank (Fridman, Aven fronts Mogilevich controls 100 %) and Spectrum Health (DeVos).
35a) Was a Trump server communicating with a Russian bank? These cyber experts believe so.
http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/cover_story/2016/10/was_a_server_registered_to_the_trump_organization_communicating_with_russia.html?wpsrc=sh_all_dt_tw_top … via @slate
A Group of Computer Scientists Believes a Trump Server Was Communicating With a Russian Bank

Read Franklin Foer’s follow-up story for new statements from the Trump campaign and Alfa Bank and analysis of the competing theories about the … slate.com

35b) http://www.spectrumhealth.org/foundation/who-we-are/board-of-trustees …

36. Richard Burt is a major shareholder of AlfaBank, crafted the April speech with Kislyak in the front row, and lobbied for Gazprom.

37. Gazprom uses Squire Patton Boggs as a lobbying firm, which employs Jack Kingston, John Boehner...and Glenn Willard

37a. **JASON CHAFFETZ WAS LOBBIED BY GLENN WILLARD** WHO GOT 600.000 FROM GAZPROMBANK
https://twitter.com/MarcusC22973194/status/834740589845442560

37b. **GLENN WILLARD LOBBIED THE STATE DEPARTMENT** ON BEHALF OF GAZPROMBANK FOR LIFTING SANCTIONS
https://soprweb.senate.gov/index.cfm?event=getFilingDetails&filingID=2DF0041A-0FE5-4690-917C-EE394EDC2420&filingTypeID=78 …
https://twitter.com/MarcusC22973194/status/834894428024291329

37c. **PAUL RYAN USES SQUIRE PATTON BOGGS AS LOBBYING FIRM SAME AS GAZPROMBANK.**
https://twitter.com/MarcusC22973194/status/834141276727558144

37. Aras Agalarov, Alex Sapir and Rotem Rosen were all present at Miss Universe 2013.

38. Tamir Sapir, own condos in Trump tower. Sapir partnered with Bayrock on Trump condo projects. Rotem Rosen is employed by Lev Leviev.
39. Tevfik Arif, busted in a prostitution ring, lived at Trump Tower, Arif hired Felix Sater as his Chief Operating Officer.

40. Michael Caputo, used to live in Russia in the 90’s worked at Gazprom to improve Russia’s image in the US.

The radical adventures of conservative radio host Mike Caputo - The Buffalo News

The conservative radio host who has skeletons that would "come dancing out of the closet in a can-can" has morphed into a low-key suburban famil...

Buffalonews.com

41. Caputo’s idol is Roger Stone, Caputo now works for Trump Defender Chris Collins.

Paladino, Collins, Caputo rejoice in Trump's victory - The Buffalo News
They were right. Donald J. Trump’s foremost boosters in Buffalo — Carl P. Paladino, Rep. Chris Collins and Michael R. Caputo — were right. All thr...
Buffalonews.com

42. Wendi Deng (ex wife of Rupert Murdoch) Vladimir Putins girlfriend has been seen vacationing together with Ivanka Trump the First Lady.

Fact Check: Did Trump’s daughter vacation with Putin’s girlfriend?
A rumor says that President-elect Donald Trump’s daughter Ivanka vacationed with Russian President Vladimir Putin’s girlfriend, Wendi Deng...
Jacksonville.com

43. Igor Dyvevkin and Vitaly Churkin invited Donald Trump to Soviet Union in 1986 at the Intourist Hotels. Churkin was recently found dead.
43a) TRUMP AND THE GORBY CONNECTION
http://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/lifestyle/1988/12/03/trump-and-the-gorby-connection/90def16e-147b-4581-8ac5-56fb6fbdf44f/?tid=ss_tw ...

44. Lev Leviev is strong Putin friend, he has done business with Kushner and also the Bayrock Group and is working with BIBI on Settlements.
44a) Israel: #BDS Pressure Makes Lev Leviev Pulls Out from West Bank Settlements
Israel: London-Based 'King of Diamonds' Lev Leviev Pulls Out from West Bank Settlement Construction

Africa Israel Investments said it will no longer build in occupied Palestinian territories in major BDS win. 

45. Alex Shnaider invested in Trump Tower Toronto, which project has recently filed for chapter 11.
45a. Shnaider also worked with Eduard Shifrin to form a holding company called the Midland Group.
45c. Donald Trump Russian Connection Surfaces in Trump Tower Bankruptcy - http://go.shr.lc/2en8JYp via @Shareaholic


45e) http://willzuzak.ca/lp/clover01.html
46. Semion Mogilevich started YBM Magnex in the 1990’s, with Jacob Bogatin as the CEO. Jacob’s brother David owned 5 separate condos in TT
46a) Donald Trump sold the 5 condos personally to David Bogatin. David Bogatin is currently in NY Prison for fraud & Russian mob connections.
46b) Vyacheslav Ivankov was Mogilevich man in New York in the 90’s, Ivankov lived at Trump Tower, and used Trump orgs fax and phone lines.

47. Russian Oil and Gas company NAFTAsib formed a shell company called Chelsea Commercial Jack, Abramoff and Patrick Pizzella only lobbyist.
47a) The Purpose of Chelsea was to advance Russian oil and trade interests in the US, Tom Delay and Ed Buckham went to Russia with Abramoff.
47b) Patrick Pizella works for Donald Trump, Buckham started a fund to be able to funnel money they got from Naftasib.
47c) Buckhams fund is the Alexander Strategy Group Buckham, Delay, Ralph Reed, Grover Norquist and Abramoff started The US Family network.

48. Abramoff also arranged a meeting between Sergei Kiriyenko and the GOP Leadership in 1988. Kiriyenko is also mentioned in the Steele Dossier

49. White House Council Doug McGahn defended Tom Delay against being bribed by the Russians.

50. Delay, Abramoff, Buckham, and Ney met Chernomyrdin, Chernomyrdin was the CEO of Rosneft in the 1990’s.
51. White House Council Doug McGahn has also worked for Squire Patton Boggs, who had Rosneft as a client until 2013.

51a. Former FEC chairman Donald McGahn resigns from panel

McGahn, on the panel since 2008, pushed a conservative interpretation of campaign-finance laws.  Washingtonpost.com

52. McGahn went on to work for Jones Day, who opened a Moscow office in 2013 after it successfully worked with AlfaBank and Renova Group.

52a) AlfaBank is controlled by Semion Mogilevich, Renova by Victor Vekselberg

52b) they created an oil producer with BP, called TNK-BP. It has since been bought out by Rosneft.

52c) From there, McGahn signed on to work for the Trump Presidential Campaign.

53. Senator Conrad Burns resigned over Abramoff Scandal, and was positive towards Putin.

http://yaleglobal.yale.edu/content/russian-oil-can-ease-reliance-mideast ...
54. Rudy Giuliani once considered for Secretary of State and Attorney General, lobbied for Rosneft for many years.

Giuliani’s Law Firm May Open in China
After London Office Grows

Rudy Giuliani’s law firm is considering an office in China after the size of its London practice doubled in a year on the strength of its energy work.

Bloomberg.com

55. James Baker pushed Tillerson as Secretary of State, because his firm represents both Exxon and Gazprom/Rosneft.

Tillerson boosters have Russia, Exxon business ties

Backers of the expected choice for secretary of state share a financial stake in the outcome.

Politico.com
56. Yukos in a battle with Rosneft in a complicated lawsuit at the moment, former CEO is a Trump Donor and Supporter.


Russian-born oil magnate gives big to Trump Victory - OpenSecrets Blog

Donald Trump has an interesting relationship with Russia, to say the least. He’s praised Vladimir Putin. His former campaign chairman, Paul Manafort, had business deals...

57. David McCormick is in the board at Bridgewater FBI Director James Comey served as General Counsel prior to joining the FBI.

57a) McCormick and Comey also worked together in the Bush administration.

58. David Clarke was in Moscow at the same time as Michael Flynn. His trip was paid for by Russian gun rights group headed by Maria Butina.

58a) At the trip several NRA heads. Butina is close with GOP strategist Paul Erickson.
58b. Why has the NRA been cozying up to Russia?
The Right to Bear Arms in Moscow enjoys a close relationship with America’s leading gun-rights group. 

58c) The Kremlin and GOP Have a New Friend—and Boy, Does She Love Guns http://thebea.st/2mev7YZ via @thedailybeast
Depending on who’s asking, Maria Butina is either a Russian central bank staffer, a gun rights advocate, or a connection between D.C. Republicans and Russia.

59. Sergei Millian, with close ties to Trump and Cohen. Some sources claim that he has provided info on Steele Dossier.

59a) Investigators on the Trump-Russia beat should talk to this man http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2017/01/donald-trump-russia-sergei-millian … via @MotherJones

---

**Investigators on the Trump-Russia beat should talk to this man**

Sergei Millian, the head of a Russian-American business group, claimed he helped Trump "study the Moscow market." motherjones.com

59b) US-Russian Businessman Said to Be Source of Key Trump Dossier Claims - ABC News - http://abcn.ws/2jnmBHO via @ABC.
US-Russian Businessman Said to Be Source of Key Trump Dossier Claims

The source of the most salacious allegations in the uncorroborated dossier about President Trump and the Russians is a onetime Russian governme...

Abcnews.go.com

60.Boris Epshteyn Pro-Putin Puppet, who has said that the Russian aggression on the Ukraine is good.